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Abstrat: Case-Based Reasoning systems retrieve ases using a similarity funtionbased on the K-NN or some derivatives. These funtions are sensitive to irrelevant,interating or noisy features. Many similarity funtions weigh the relevane of fea-tures to avoid this problem. This paper proposes two weighting methods based onRough Sets theory: Proportional Rough Sets and Dependene Rough Sets. Bothweighting methods use the representative knowledge extrated from the original datato ompute the feature relevane using two di�erent poliies. The �rst one omputesthe proportional partiipation of the features in the representative knowledge. Theseond one omputes the dependene of eah feature in the representative knowl-edge. This dependene denotes if a feature is super�uous within the knowledge.Experiments using di�erent domains show that weighting methods based on RoughSets maintain or even improve the lassi�ation auray of Case-Based ReasoningSystems, ompared to non-weighting approahes or well-known weighting methods.Keywords: Case-Based Reasoning, Feature Seletion, Knowledge Disovery1 IntrodutionCase-Based Reasoning (CBR) systems [RS89℄ retrieve ases using a similarity funtion.However, the similarity degrades when there are irrelevant or redundant features, or thedata is noisy and unreliable. Feature seletion, also known as weighting method, is theproess of identifying as muh of the irrelevant information as possible.Many algorithms that perform feature seletion have been proposed in the Arti�ialIntelligene literature in reent years. These algorithms an be plaed in two main at-egories: wrappers and �lters. Wrapper methods use the performane algorithm itself as�This work was partially supported by the Ministerio de Sanidad y Consumo, Instituto de SaludCarlos III. Fondo de Investigaión Sanitaria Grant No. 00/0033-02



Maria Salamó and Elisabet Golobardesan evaluation funtion to estimate the auray of feature subsets [KJ97℄. This approahtend to be expensive omputationally beause the learning algorithm is alled repeatedly.For this reason, wrappers do not sale well on large data sets ontaining many features.On the other hand, �lter methods do not use feedbak of the learning algorithm. Undesir-able features are �ltered out of the data set before learning takes plae. Filters typiallymake use of all the available training data when seleting a subset of features. For ex-ample, some indue a deision tree [Qui93℄, keeping the features seleted that remain inthe tree after pruning [Car93℄.This paper presents two di�erent �lter approahes based on Rough Sets theory. Both�lter methods have been introdued into our Case-Based Classi�er System alled BAS-TIAN. Case-Based Reasoning and Rough Sets theory has usually been used separatelyin the literature. The weighting methods are: Proportional Rough Sets (PRS) and De-pendene Rough Sets (DRS). First weighting method, PRS, proposes a measure thatomputes the proportional partiipation of the features in the representative knowledge.The seond one, DRS, obtains the dependene of eah feature in the knowledge. Thisdependene denotes if a feature is super�uous within the representative knowledge.The paper is strutured as desribed: setion 2 introdues the related work on �ltermethods; next, setion 3 explains the Rough Sets theory; setion 4 details the Rough Setsweighting methods; setion 5 exposes the experiments and the results obtained using theweighting tehniques; and �nally, setion 6 presents the onlusions and further work.2 Related workMany �lter methods for feature seletion have been proposed reently, a review of theman be found in [BL97℄. Filters use general harateristis of the data to evaluate featuresand operate independently of any learning algorithm. Filters have been proven to be muhfaster than wrappers and hene they an be applied e�iently to large data sets ontainingmany features. However, some weighting methods an handle regression problems, thatis, when the lass is a numeri rather than disrete valued variable.The simplest �ltering sheme is to evaluate eah feature individually measuring itsorrelation to the target funtion (e.g. using a mutual information measure) and then se-let K features with the highest value. Relief algorithm, proposed by Kira and Rendell's[KR92℄, follows this general paradigm. Relief samples randomly an instane, loatingits nearest neighbour from the same and opposite lass. It was originally de�ned fortwo-lass problems. Relief selets features onstruting a deision tree, other indutionmethods an also be used. Relief was extended by Kononenko. The extension alled Reli-efF [Kon94℄ an handle noisy and multilass problems. ReliefF smoothes the in�uene ofnoise in the data by averaging from the same and opposite lass of eah sampled instaneinstead of a single nearest neighbour. Domingos [Dom97℄ introdued RC, an algorithmreminisent of Relief. RC hill-limbs features, guided by leave-one-out ross validationerror (LOOCE) on the training set, only if feature seletion inreases preditive auray.Unlike Relief, CFS [Hal00℄ evaluates and hene ranks feature subsets rather than indi-CAEPIA 2001



Analysing Rough Sets weighting methods for Case-Based Reasoningvidual features. CFS algorithm is a subset evaluation heuristi that takes into aountthe usefulness of individual features for prediting the lass along with the level of inter-orrelation among them. Some �lters indue a deision tree, where the features seletedfor similarity omputations are those that remain in the tree after pruning [Car93℄.3 Rough Sets theoryZdzislaw Pawlak introdued Rough Sets theory in 1982 [Paw91℄. The idea of Rough Setsonsists of the approximation of a set by a pair of sets, alled the lower and the upperapproximation of this set. In fat, these approximations are inner and losure operationsin a ertain topology. These approximations are generated by the available data aboutthe elements of the set. The nature of Rough Sets theory makes them useful for reduingknowledge, extrating dependenies in knowledge, pattern reognition, et.We use Rough Sets theory for reduing and extrating the representative knowledge.This representative knowledge is the basis for omputing the relevane of eah featureinto the Case-Based Reasoning system. We use that representative knowledge in twodi�erent ways. The �rst one is Proportional Rough Sets (PRS) and the seond oneis Dependene Rough Sets (DRS). First of all, we inorporate some basi oneptsand de�nitions. Then, we explain how to obtain the representative knowledge, in orderto selet the best weighting.We have a Universe (U) (�nite not null set of objets that desribes our problem,i.e. the ase memory). We ompute from our universe the onepts (ases) that formpartitions. The union of all the onepts make the entire Universe. Using all the oneptswe an desribe all the equivalene relations (R) over the universe U . Let an equiva-lene relation be a set of features that desribes a spei� onept. U=R is the family ofall equivalene lasses of R. The universe and the relations form the knowledge base(K), de�ned as K =< U; R̂ >. Where R̂ is the family of equivalene relations over U .Every relation over U is an elementary onept in the knowledge base. All the oneptsare formed by a set of equivalene relations that desribe them. Thus, we searh for theminimal set of equivalene relations that de�nes the same onept as the initial set.Definition 1 (Indisernibility Relations)IND(P̂ ) = T R̂ where P̂ � R̂. The indisernibility relation is an equivalene relation over U .Hene, it partitions the onepts (ases) into equivalene lasses. These sets of lasses are setsof instanes indisernible with respet to the features in P . Suh a partition (lassi�ation) isdenoted as U=IND(P ). In supervised mahine learning, the sets of ases indisernible withrespet to the lass attribute ontain the ases of eah lass.4 Rough Sets as a weighting methodIn this setion we explain how to extrat the representative knowledge and how to weighfeatures using the Rough Sets theory. We obtain the representative knowledge unifyingtwo onepts: (1) approximation sets of knowledge and (2) redution of searh spae.CAEPIA 2001



Maria Salamó and Elisabet GolobardesThis representative knowledge is the basis for the PRS and DRS weighting methods.Both methods are �lters based on Rough Sets theory. Next, it desribes the uni�ationof both onepts to extrat the feature relevane using two poliies: PRS and DRS.Representative knowledgeApproximation Sets This is main idea of Rough Sets to approximate a set by othersets. The ondition set ontains all ases present in the ase memory. The deision setpresents all the lasses that the ondition set has to lassify. We are searhing for a subsetof the ondition set able to lassify the same as the initial set, so it approximates thesame deision set. The following de�nitions explain this idea.For any subset of ases X � U and an equivalene relation R 2 IND(K) we assoiatetwo subsets alled: (1) Lower approximation RX and (2) Positive Region POSP (R).Definition 2 (Lower approximation)The lower approximation de�ned as: RX = SfY 2 U=R : Y � Xg is the set of all elementsof U whih an be ertainly lassi�ed as elements of X in knowledge R.Definition 3 (Positive Region)Let P and R be equivalene relations over U . The P -positive region of R de�ned asPOSP (R) = SX2U=P PX is the set of all objets of the universe U whih an be prop-erly lassi�ed to lasses of U=R, employing knowledge expressed by the lassi�ation U=P .Redution searh spae: Reduts and Core of knowledge Intuitively, a redutof knowledge is its essential part, whih su�es to de�ne all onepts ourring in theonsidered knowledge, whereas the ore is the most important part of the knowledge.Let R̂ be a family of equivalene relations and let R 2 R̂. We will say that:� R is indispensable if IND(R̂) 6= IND(R̂�R); otherwise it is dispensable. IND(R̂�R) is the family of equivaleneR̂ extrating R.� The family R̂ is independent if eah R 2 R̂ is indispensable in R; otherwise it isdependent.Definition 4 (Redut)Q̂ 2 R̂ is a redut of R̂ if : Q̂ is independent and IND(Q̂) = IND(R̂). Obviously R̂may have many reduts. Using Q̂ it is possible to approximate the same as using R̂. Eahredut has the property that a feature an not be removed from it without hanging theindisernibility relation.Definition 5 (Core)The set of all indispensable relations in R̂ will be alled the ore of R̂, and will be denotedas CORE(R̂) = TRED(R̂). Where RED(R̂) is the family of all reduts of R̂. The orean be interpreted as the set of the most harateristi part of knowledge, whih an not beeliminated when reduing the knowledge.CAEPIA 2001



Analysing Rough Sets weighting methods for Case-Based ReasoningExample 1If we onsider a set of 8 objets in our Universe, U = (x1; x2; x3; x4; x5; x6; x7; x8), usingR̂ = (P;Q; S) as a family of equivalene relations over U . Where P an be olours (green,blue, red, yellow); Q an be sizes (small, large, medium); and S an be shapes (square, round,triangular, retangular). For example, we an suppose that the equivalene lasses are:U=P = { (x1; x4; x5), (x2; x8), (x3),(x6; x7) }U=Q ={ (x1; x3; x5), (x6), (x2; x4; x7; x8) }U=S = { (x1; x5), (x6), (x2; x7; x8), (x3; x4) }As it an be seen, every equivalene lass divides the Universe in a di�erent way. Thusthe relation IND(R) has the equivalene lasses:U=IND(R̂) = f(x1; x5);(x2; x8);(x3);(x4);(x6);(x7)}The relation P is indispensable in R̂, sine:U=IND(R̂� P ) = { (x1; x5); (x2; x7; x8); (x3); (x4); (x6) } 6= U/IND(R̂).The information obtained removing Q is equal, so Q is dispensable in R̂.U=IND(R̂�Q) = { (x1; x5); (x2; x8); (x3); (x4); (x6); (x7) } = U/IND(R̂).Hene the relation S is also dispensable in R̂.U=IND(R̂� S) = { (x1; x5); (x2; x8); (x3); (x4); (x6); (x7) } = U/IND(R̂).That means that the lassi�ation de�ned by the set of three equivalene relations P;Qand S is the same as the lassi�ation de�ned by relation P and Q or P and S. Thus, thereduts and ore are: RED(R̂) = f(P;Q); (P; S)g and CORE(R̂) = fPgComputing the Feature RelevaneOur weighting methods deal with ontinuous and nominal features. Rough Sets weightingmethods perform searh approximating sets by other sets and both proposals are global.Global means that we selet the feature relevane for all ases, without take into aountwhih lass eah ase lassify. PRS assumes a proportional dependene in our reduedinformation set, where irrelevant features are those that do not appear. However, DRSirrelevant features are those that do not ontain signi�ane dependene in the reduedset. These poliies indue two di�erent behaviours. We want to remark that PRS andDRS an be used in multilass tasks. Finally, PRS and DRS an learn good featuresweights in di�erent domains, with ontinuous or nominal features and missing values.The de�nition of PRS and DRS weighting methods use the information of redutsand ore to weigh the feature relevane.Proportional Rough Sets (PRS). The relevane of eah feature in the system isomputed using the proportional appearane at the reduts and ore of information.For eah feature f omputes :�(f) = ard(appearane f in RED(R))ard( all RED(R)) (1)An attribute f that does not appear in the reduts has a feature weight value �(f) = 0,whereas a feature that appears in the ore has a feature value �(f) = 1. The remainingCAEPIA 2001



Maria Salamó and Elisabet Golobardesattributes have a feature weight value depending on the proportional appearane in thereduts.Dependene Rough Sets (DRS). In this weighting method we use the signi�antattribute Dependene oe�ient, omputed using the ore and reduts of information.The signi�ant dependene oe�ient is omputed as:For eah feature f omputes :�(f) = ard( POSP (RED(R)) � POS(P�f)(RED(R)) )ard( all ases) (2)where f is the feature from whih we are omputing the weight; P is the set of featurereduts, RED(R), obtained from the original data; R is the set of all relations; ard isthe ardinality; POSP (R) is the positive region of all relations (features) present in thereduts; and �nally, POS(P�f)(R) is the positive region of all relations present in thereduts extrating feature f .The value �(f) = 1 means that R totally depends on P . Whereas if the value is0 < �(f) < 1, we say that R partially depends on P . And if �(f) = 0 we say thatR is totally independent from P . The measure �(f) does not apture how this partialdependeny is atually distributed among the lasses of U=R.The study desribed in this paper was arried out in the ontext of BASTIAN, aase-BAsed SysTem In lAssi�atioN[SGVN00℄. BASTIAN on�guration in this studyis a simple 1-NN algorithm using weighted Minkowski's metri. For details aording toBASTIAN platform see [SGVN00℄. Although the introdution of Rough Sets weightingmethods is desribed in terms of BASTIAN platform, these feature relevane methodsan be applied in other mahine learning algorithms.Three steps divide the Rough Sets proess: The �rst one disretises the ases, it isneessary to use Rough Sets theory. In that ase, we disretise ontinuous features usingFayyad and Irani's algorithm [FI93℄. The disretisation is only performed to extrat thefeature relevane, whereas CBR system works using normalised data. The missing valuesare treated by Rough Sets as values that mathes everything. CBR system treats missingvalues as a value that an not be used to ompute the similarity between two ases.Seond step searhes for the reduts and the ore of knowledge using the Rough Setstheory, as it has been desribed. Finally, the third step uses the ore and the reduts ofknowledge to deide the feature relevane values using PRS and DRS methods.Rough Sets theory has been introdued as weighting methods in two phases of theCBR yle. The �rst phase is the start-up phase and the seond one is the retain phase.The start-up phase omputes the weights from the initial ase memory, whih will beused by the retrieval phase later. The retain phase omputes the weights from the asememory if a new ase is stored. The ode of Rough Sets theory into the Case-BasedReasoning has been implemented using a publi Rough Sets Library [GS93℄.CAEPIA 2001



Analysing Rough Sets weighting methods for Case-Based Reasoning5 Empirial studyThis setion is strutured as follows: �rst, we desribe the testbed used in the empirialstudy; next, we show the results using PRS and DRS and we also ompare them in frontof the Sample Correlation [GGBL97℄, ReliefF, CFS and with unweighted CBR.5.1 TestbedIn order to evaluate the performane rate, we use twelve datasets grouped in two ate-gories: publi and private. Table I shows the datasets and their harateristis.Table I. Datasets and their harateristis used in the empirial study.Dataset Ref. Samples Numeri Feat. Simboli Feat. Classes Inonsistent1 Biopsy BI 1027 24 - 2 Yes2 Breast aner (Wisonsin) BC 699 9 - 2 Yes3 Glass GL 214 9 - 6 No4 Ionosphere IO 351 34 - 2 No5 Iris IR 150 4 - 3 No6 LED LE 2000 - 7 10 Yes7 Mammogram problem MA 216 23 - 2 Yes8 MX11 MX 2048 - 11 2 No9 Sonar SO 208 60 - 2 No10 TAO-Grid TG 1888 2 - 2 No11 Vehile VE 846 18 - 4 No12 Vowel VO 990 10 3 11 NoThe Publi datasets are obtained from the UCI repository [MM98℄. They are: breastaner, glass, ionosphere, iris, led, sonar, vehile and vowel. Private datasets are fromour own repository. They deal with diagnosis of breast aner and syntheti datasets.Datasets related to diagnosis are biopsy and mammogram. Biopsy is the result of digitallyproessed biopsy images, whereas mammogram onsists of deteting breast aner usingthe N miroali�ations present in a mammogram [GLSM01℄. On the other hand, we usetwo syntheti datasets: MX11 is the eleven input multiplexer and TAO-grid is obtainedfrom sampling the TAO �gure using a grid.These datasets were hosen in order to provide a wide variety of appliation areas,sizes, ombinations of feature types, and di�ulty as measured by the auray ahievedon them by urrent algorithms. The hoie is also made with the goal of having enoughdata points to extrat onlusions.All systems were run using the same parameters for all datasets. The perentageof orret lassi�ations has been averaged over strati�ed ten-fold ross-validation runs,with their orresponding standard deviations. To study the performane we use a pairedone-sided t-test on these runs, exept for the LED dataset, whih was run using hold-outwith a training set of 2000 instanes and a test set of 4000 instanes.CAEPIA 2001



Maria Salamó and Elisabet Golobardes5.2 Experimental analysis of weighting methodsTable II shows the experimental results for eah dataset using unweighted CBR system(CBR), CFS (Correlation-Based Feature Seletion)[Hal00℄. ReliefF [Kon94℄, SampleCor-relation (Corr), PRS and DRS. We ompute the Sample Correlation between features andthe lass that lassify. CFS and Sample Correlation have the same original nature, butthey ompute the feature relevane in a di�erent way. The CFS and ReliefF weightingmethods are oded into the Waikako Environment Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) [WF00℄.The lassi�er sheme used with these two weighting methods is IB1 [AK91℄. The ReliefFwas odi�ed to use K=10 neighbours and equal in�uene of nearest neighbours. CFSwas used with default on�guration provided in WEKA. We have selet these �lteringweighting methods beause they an deal with numeri and nominal features and withmultilass problems, like both weighting methods proposed.The results are ompared in terms of perentage of orret lassi�ations. Timeperformane is out of the sope of this paper, being part of the further work.Table II. Results for all datasets showing the perentage of orret lassi�ations and standarddeviation. Bold font indiates the best result for eah dataset. A p and � show an inrease orderease in predition auray with regard to unweighted CBR.Ref. CBR CFS ReliefF Corr PRS DRSBI 83.15(3.55) 79.87(2.81)� 83.17(3.15)p 83.73(3.53)p 84.42(2.39)p 83.54(4.37)pBC 96.28(1.71) 96.00(1.45)� 96.00(1.45)� 95.99(1.69)� 96.85(1.69)p 95.70(1.59)�GL 72.42(7.46) 73.29(8.82)p 66.30(10.93)� 71.96(6.23)� 72.89(5.60)p 72.89(5.65)pIO 90.59(3.65) 89.46(4.26)� 86.92(4.86)� 90.88(4.38)p 93.44(3.41)p 90.59(3.39)pIR 96.0(3.26) 96.0(3.44) 96.00(3.26) 96.0(3.26) 96.0(3.26) 96.0(3.26)LE 62.40(-) 62.40(-) 62.40(-) 62.72(-)� 62.40(-) 62.40(-)MA 64.81(9.12) 59.58(12.40)� 63.47(12.15)� 65.27(8.06)p 66.20(11.12)p 65.27(10.57)pMX 78.61(3.96) 53.85(3.33)� 78.61(3.96) 50.97(3.62)� 81.44(2.91)p 89.11(1.41)pSO 84.61(6.75) 85.30(7.01�) 87.27(9.70)p 87.01(4.22)p 85.09(6.54)p 80.76(7.84)�TG 95.76(1.27) 67.21(1.71)� 96.13(1.19)p 95.97(1.18)p 95.86(1.45)p 95.97(1.82)pVE 67.37(5.05) 64.31(4.36)� 69.43(5.30)p 64.77(3.65)� 68.67(4.70)p 69.97(5.12)pVO 99.29(0.78) 62.32(4.85)� 99.09(1.00) 99.09(0.83)� 99.49(0.50)p 98.78(1.67)�Comparing PRS and DRS approahes, we an observe that PRS has a behaviourmore onservative than the results obtained by DRS. As it an be seen, PRS improvesor maintains the results in all data sets with respet to unweighted CBR. On the otherhand, DRS feature weighting method improves or dereases the results in some data sets,as it happens in the Sample Correlation. This behaviour is due to the weighting nature.DRS looks for the signi�ane into the redued set of feature spae. Meanwhile, PRSselets a feature relevane depending only if it is needed or not in the representativespae and not on the degree of signi�ane in this spae. This e�et an be seen on theresults presented in table II. PRS does not derease the lassi�ation auray rate, itmaintains the results in two data sets and improves the results in ten data sets. Theresults that are maintained belong to iris and Led data sets. The iris problem ontainsfew instanes and features to lassify three lasses, so it is di�ult to denote an aurateweight settings. This e�et is shown in all weighting methods tested. Meanwhile, theLed problem ontains few instanes to lassify a great number of lasses. However, PRSweighting method has been working suessfully on ten data sets, the most importantCAEPIA 2001



Analysing Rough Sets weighting methods for Case-Based Reasoningpoint is that an deal with problems that ontains a great number of features and alsowith multi lass problems. On the other hand, DRS dereases in three data sets from thetwelve data sets tested, improves in seven data sets and maintains on the rest. The mostsuessful results have been ahieved in multiplexer and vehile, whih are better thanthose obtained by the PRS. DRS is able to deal better with non linear separable problems.Although the results sometimes derease in DRS approah, it is important to remark thatTable III. Results of paired one-sided t-test (p= 0.01). Number indiates how often methods ina row signi�antly outperforms methods in the olumn.CBR CFS Corr ReliefF PRS DRSCBR - 5 1 2 0 0CFS 0 - 1 1 0 0Corr 0 4 - 1 0 0ReliefF 1 4 1 - 1 1PRS 1 5 1 1 - 0DRS 1 6 2 1 1 -the maximum values obtained are higher than these obtained using unweighted CBR. TheSample Correlation obtains a similar lassi�ation auray to that obtained by DRS, butthe results on average are worse than the results obtained using PRS approah.Table III shows the omparative using paired one-sided t-test on all weighting meth-ods. We have notie that the results obtained by PRS and DRS are similar to ReliefF,but the results on average are a bit higher. On the other hand, the results using CFSare worse for some datasets. The low perentage of CFS is due to the original nature ofsome datasets (i.e. multiplexer) or to the on�guration seleted in these experiments.In onlusion, PRS and DRS obtain di�erent results beause they follow a di�erentpoliy to ompute the relevane of attributes. PRS searhes for the proportional appear-ane of a feature in the reduts and ore, in this sense it maintains near all the featuresobtaining aurate weighting values. The number of features that PRS redues is notas great as the DRS approah. On the other hand, DRS searhes for the dependene inthe representative knowledge. This poliy produes a slow number of features than PRS.These two poliies produe di�erent behaviours. The �rst one, PRS, maintains betterthe predition auray but redues less the number of features. However, PRS treatsinsigni�ant features with small weight values. On the other hand, DRS redues as muhas possible the number of features present in the data. This DRS behaviour produesthat the predition auray dereases in some data sets and obtains higher results inthose that are non linear separable.6 Conlusions and further workThis paper introdues two weighting methods based on the Rough Sets theory. Empirialstudies show that these weighting methods often produe a higher or equal auray onlassi�ation tasks. Comparing these results with other weighting tehniques, we showthat on average the results are good. We also show that both weighting methods havedi�erent behaviours due to poliy they follow. Further researh onsists of improvingsome of the weakness points as: searhing new disretisations methods in order to improveCAEPIA 2001
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